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Active-Passive Radar Reflectors
for Marine Use

MV Cork Pilot Interceptor in heavy seas, built by Seahaven Marine

...the only one to be seen with!
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Active Radar Target Enhancers (RTE)

State of the art Echomax Active -X and Active - XS Radar Target Enhancers (RTE) are both designed to respond
to interrogating X band radar (9.3 – 9.5GHz) and the XS to S band radar (2.9 – 3.1GHz) by receiving a transmitted
pulse amplifying and re-transmitting the pulse back to the radar at the same frequency with minimum delay,
improving the radar detection range, the visibility of small targets and reducing the risk of collision.

ECHOMAX ACTIVE-X

Very high X band response many
times the new ISO 8729-2 X band
standard. Flush mount or surface
mount control box.
Visual, switchable audible and
external alarm facility.
X Band radar 9.3–9.5 Ghz
@0° 111.36m 2, @+/-10° 78.96m 2,
@+/-20° 20.80m 2

Voltage: 12V DC + 30% -10%
<15mA in quiescent state
Current consumption: X Band 190mA
5 interrogating radar <23mA
10 interrogating radar <32mA
Accuracy: Within 1 metre

Dimensions:
Antenna: Length 478mm Width 40.5mm
Antenna weight: 327gms excluding cable
Control Box: Height 51mm Width 92mm
Depth 38mm
Control Box weight: 99gms
Cable length: 24m 2 core 0.5mm2
Cable weight: 969 gms
Fixing: – Deck mount or mast mount

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

ECHOMAX ACTIVE-XS

Very high X and S band response
many times the new ISO 8729-2
standard. Flush mount or surface
mount control box. Unique quadruple,
visual green LED for X band, yellow
LED for S band, switchable audible
and external alarm facility.
X Band radar 9.3–9.5 Ghz
@0° 118.33m 2, @+/-10° 65.07m 2,
@+/-20° 19.49m 2
S Band radar 2.9–3.1Ghz
@0° 6.26m 2, @+/-10° 6.44m 2,
@+/-20° 5.36m 2

Voltage: 12V DC + 30% -10%
<23mA in quiescent state
Current consumption: X Band 190mA
S Band 155mA
Accuracy: Within 1 metre

Dimensions:
Antenna: Length 685mm Width 40.5mm
Antenna weight: 573gms excluding cable
Control Box: Height 51mm Width 92mm
Depth 38mm
Control Box weight: 99gms
Cable length: 24m 3 core 0.5mm2
Cable weight: 967 gms
Fixing: Deck mount or mast mount

“

ECHOMAX Radar Reflectors are based on an invention by the late John Firth

Concerned about the performance of radar reflectors, in the seventies John
patented a design which, as licensees, Firdell was jointly established to market.
Firdell stopped selling Pentland Firth reflectors and continued to market another
design which they sold as the Blipper.
Connections with that company were severed and
John then patented an improved design which was
sold as the Gillie- Firth for 25 years.
The Echomax was a revolutionary design of the
stacked array principle and was his third patent.
As a member of ISO committee in Paris in 1980,
considering amendments to Marine Radar Reflectors
Regulations, John drafted performance paragraphs
subsequently incorporated into ISO 8729.
For many years the 18” Octahedral reflector has
been accepted as the basis for the ISO 8729, RORC
and ORC specification.
However, at a 15° tilt its serious failings are a lack of
John Hewitt Firth 1922-2002. Pictured at
response over 140° azimuth.
DERA (QinetiQ) reproduced courtesy of PBO.

Comparing
Echomax with
other reflectors is
like comparing a
car headlight with
a candle in a jar

“

”

My involvement
in radar reflectors
was merely
self preservation
– as I was the
target !

”

J. H. Firth
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Passive Radar Reflectors

ECHOMAX reflectors comprise a three stack array of lazer cut aluminium or stainless steel enclosed in a robust
Polyethylene case in white, orange, yellow, green, red, black or khaki.
At each end 8mm diameter fixings enable a halyard hoist or mast mounting. Inflatable ECHOMAX reflectors fold
down into a neat pocket size, an ideal addition to the emergency grab bag.

Increased Radar Cross Section
Tests carried out in the QinetiQ anechoic chamber at Funtington
confirm that the designs reflective area is nearly four times greater
than similar size products using orthogonal corners. The only
symmetrical reflector with modified corners the ECHOMAX directs
optimum power perpendicular to its major axis. With minimal
movement of that axis mutual interference (glint) occurs between
incorporated lobes of response.
Increased Heel Response
This vertical response is most important where the grazing angle
of a searching airborne radar beam may be large.

High S Band Response
MCA/QinetiQ sea trials at 5 miles plus the EM 230 gave 100%
paints at X Band and 80% paints at S Band. Two EM230ʼs were
sent to QinetiQ at their request for echoic tests which confirmed
the sea trial results.

“

We were picked up on a
tanker radar from 12 miles
during a force 6 – we were
pretty bloody impressed with
Echomax! Echomax are
clearly leading the way in
reflectors – we felt very
secure having one fitted for
3000 miles across the North
Atlantic

”

Bear Grylls, Arnold and Son
Transatlantic Arctic Expedition.

Increased 360° Response Cycle
The ECHOMAX gives a significant centreband response over 360°
azimuth and does not have the characteristic peaks and nulls of
other corner reflectors since the stacked array ensures that there
is always a fully opened corner facing the horizon.

Choice of Mounting Options
Mast mounting, Deck mounting, Halyard hoist or Pedestal.

Custom made Echomax
Echomax Radar Reflectors are available from 20m2 to 500m2 plus.

ECHOMAX 180

The ideal radar reflector for 6 – 8
metre vessels. The largest possible
array with the smallest possible
case. Minimum windage and weight.
Peak responses of 8m2.
@+/-3°– 8.1m 2 peak, 75% @2.5m 2,
100% @1.25m 2.

Dolphin III a new 9.95 metre
catamaran built by Cheetah
Marine fitted with Echomax
EM230 Radar Reflector.
www.cheetahmarine.co.uk

Dimensions: Height 470mm Width 197mm
Fixing: Deck mount, halyard suspension
or mast mount
Fixing Centres: 437mm
Fixing Holes: 8mm
Weight: 1.4kg

ECHOMAX 230 Midi
Origin al

The smallest of the 230 series for
sailing yachts, RIBs and motor
cruisers. Exceeds RORC/ORC
requirement of 10m2.
@+/-3°– 20m 2 peak, 75% @2.5m 2,
100% @1.25m 2.

Dimensions: Height 450mm Width 245mm
Fixing: Deck mount, halyard suspension
or mast mount
Fixing Centres: 408mm
Fixing Holes: 8mm
Weight: 1.7kg

The Mighty Spartacat built by
South Boats and fitted with
Echomax EM230 Radar Reflector.
www.southboats.com
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ECHOMAX 230 Midi
‘E xtreme ’
t
u
n
o
m
e
a
s
B
Midi Basemount‘Extreme’ MkII
for fast planing hulls, fast cruisers
and RIBS with Neoprene insulated
fixing kit.
Factory fitted with optional DOT all
round white navigation light, DOT
tricolour, Hella LED light or light of
your choice and 4m of twin core
cable – just bolt on and wire up!

Dimensions: Height 428mm (with fitted light 536mm)
Width 245mm Base diameter 150mm
Fixing: Basemount
Fixing Centres: 80mm
Fixing Holes: 4 x 6mm
Weight: 2.3kg (with fitted light 2.5kg)

ECHOMAX 230

Suitable for medium size vessels 9
metres plus. Certified by QinetiQ to
exceed RORC and ORC requirement
of 10m2 and meets sections A.1/1.33
and A.1/4.39 of annex A1 of Marine
Directive 98/95/EC. NATO Stock
No.5840-99-742-6193
Maximum RCS 24m2 SPL 4.7m2

Dimensions: Height 610mm Width 245mm
Fixing: Deck mount, halyard suspension
or mast mount
Fixing Centres: 569mm
Fixing Holes: 8mm
Weight: 2.3kg

ECHOMAX 230 BR

New style EM230 BR with fixing
centres of 545mm makes this
reflector a direct replacement for the
Firdell Blipper 210-7, no need to alter
or replace existing mast mount
brackets.

Dimensions: Height 470mm Width 197mm
Fixing: Deck mount, halyard suspension
or mast mount
Fixing Centres: 545mm
Fixing Holes: 8mm
Weight: 2.1kg

For Echomax EM230 BR
v Blipper 210-7 comparison
see:www.echomax.co.uk

ECHOMAX 305 PE

Developed for the US Navy SubPac
Division, Hawaii. More resilient
than glass fibre with a 21.6% greater
reflective area giving a peak in
excess of 60m2 Certified by QinetiQ
to ISO 8729 1999
@+/-3°– 62.9m2 peak. SPL 10m2

Dimensions: Height 738mm Diameter 338mm
Fixing: Deck bracket, mast mount or free
suspension (must not be subjected to winch
pressure)
Fixing Centres: 670mm
Fixing Holes: 8mm
Weight: 3.8kg

All mounting brackets are optional extras.
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ECHOMAX 230 I
Inflata ble

DuPont metallized, lacquered and
spunbonded fabric array with PVC
case; folds down neatly to pocket size.
Ideal addition to the grab bag for
emergency use. QinetiQ recorded an
astonishing 17m 2 peak exceeding the
RORC requirements by nearly two
fold. Now available with fluorescent
yellow cover.
@+/-3°– 17m 2 peak,

Dimensions: Length 750mm Diameter 300mm
Fixing: Halyard suspension or optional 3 piece
dingy or liferaft glass fibre mounting kit 247gms
Weight: 413gms

ECHOMAX A03 I
Inflat able

Solas Type Approved
Certified to Schedule 4, Part 4,
Paragraph 1.1.14 of the Merchant
Shipping (life-saving appliances
Regulations 1986 and hence chapter
III, Regulation 38.5.1.14 of the 1983
Amendments to the International
Convention for Safety of Life At Sea
(SOLAS) 1974. Suitable for stowage
in liferaft emergency packs up to 36m
above sea level as required by IMO
Specification annexed to UK Merchant
Shipping Notice M.1485.
Dimensions: Packed 230 x 305mm
Inflated 615mm diameter
Fixing: Halyard suspension or optional 3 piece
dingy or liferaft glass fibre mounting kit 247gms
Weight: 599gms

ECHOMAX 305 /400 BML

New customised versions of the 305
and 400 now being used by foreign
navies for target use. Units illustrated
utilise IMCO approved yacht navigation
lights visible up to 2nm with 2 core
electric cable for independent 12v
supply. These lights can be substituted
by any of the popular Sealite solar
powered battery lanterns subject to
customers specification ie Sealite SL15
1nm or SL60 or SL70 for 2nm.
@+/-3°– 63.1m2 peak. SPL 10m2
and 229.3m2 peak. SPL 54.6m2
Echomax 305 BML

Dimensions: Length (ex. light) 730mm
Diameter 338mm
Fixing: Deck mount, or pedestal mount
Fixing Centres: 200mm
Fixing Holes: 4 x 12mm female
Weight: 5.3kg

Echomax 400 BML

Dimensions: Length (ex light) 890mm
Diameter 410mm
Fixing: Deck mount, or pedestal mount
Fixing Centres: 200mm
Fixing Holes: 4 x 12mm female
Weight: 10.2kg

Optional Stainless Steel Pedestals
Dimensions: Length (ex. light) 114cm
Diameter (top) 260mm (base) 300mm
Weight: 10.0kg
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EM230 (BR)DB

All mounting brackets are
optional extras.

360
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EM230M DB

All measurements
are in mm
DB Deck Bracket
MB Mast Bracket
MBM Basemount
CRB Combo
Radar
Bracket

To suit mast

®
®

IMPORTANT
Echomax reflectors are not suitable for horizontal mounting.
These units must not be put under winch pressure. Damage
resulting from such use is not covered by warranty.

200 ®

®

Midi Basemount

Midi Basemount - is designed for A frames, pole mounting or base
mount with suitable base for fixing on wheelhouse roofs. Use four
10mm stainless steel bolts of the appropriate length at 80mm PCD.
It is essential that 17mm stainless steel washers are used to spread
the load between the bolt head and the Echomax flange mount
base. As Polyethylene is subject to very slight expansion or
contraction due to temperature changes periodical checking of
the fixing is advised.

®

Mounting with Radar installed - Interference

Echomax should not be mounted on the same plane as a radar
horizontal beam width transmission of 22/25 degrees. Install
ideally above the radar on a purpose made loop, see HardySunseeker on website picture gallery and installations shown in
this leaflet. Being a passive device mounting in a close proximity
to other antenna will not affect their performance electrically but
may restrict/shadow their reception/transmission of the signal
particularly VHF which is in line of sight. If concerned check
with the manufacturer of the equipment in question.

185 ®

(210)
185 ®

To suit mast

Base

200 ®

®

If the vessel has a mast fit as above, or use Echomax deck
mount bracket. Custom made stainless steel stern mounting
brackets/poles are available to special order.

230 ®

EM305 DB

Base

®

Motor Vessels - Mast or Deck Mounting

Base

®

220 ®

Sailing Yachts Mast Mount

Can be fitted in any position around the
mast i.e. fore or aft. For hypothetical
figures on mast shadow see our
Website. Using Echomax stainless
steel mast brackets fit Reflector as
high as possible on the mast, using
Monel or stainless steel rivets (3/16 x
1/2 inch 4.8 x 12.7mm).
To avoid electrolytic action use zinc
chromate paste between bracket and
mast or closed cell foam tape. Firstly
fix top bracket to mast in the required
position, measure distance vertically
between centres, mark position of
lower bracket then drill and fix. Use
two stainless steel hexagonal bolts
8mm dia x 30mm long to fix Echomax
to the mounting brackets.

230 ®

®

xx

IMPORTANT
Yachtsmen will be aware of the need
to trim the reflector when on the
reverse tack, failure to do so will
result in compounding the angle of
heel rendering the reflector inefficient.
Note: Reflector trimmed to leeward
15 degrees. Mast heeling to 30 degrees.
Echomax 230mm response = 6m2.

180 ®

®

15 deg

200 ®

®

ECHOMAX

15 deg

Echomax reflectors use a symmetrical
arrangement of interacting corners.
Whilst its centreband response pattern
is maintained at 15 degrees tilt RCS
is -5dB. To counter this, and avoid
'mast shadow' pass a bight over the
yardarm via a dead eye. Return bight
through reflectors eye and secure
taking lines through bight. Take tails
through reflectors bottom eye and then
to separate cleats via loops at --xx--.

ECHOMAX MOUNTING BRACKETS
®

Sailing Yachts Halyard Mount

Page 8

®

Mounting Echomax Reflectors
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Commercial Radar Reflectors

The ECHOMAX Top Mark is ideal for new buoys
or upgrading existing ones and is available in
pedestal mount for land based or harbour hazards

During the development of the Tees & Hartlepool buoys, Eason
Marine (now Corilla) were so impressed with the Echomax sea
trials they recommended them as a standard fitting on all new
Polyethylene buoys. Echomax reflectors have been supplied
to Pharos, Tideland, Hippo, E.Y.E., Balmoral and Mobilis.
Nigeria, Iran and Australia are just some of the countries
worldwide to use Echomax reflectors.

Marine buoys fitted

with Echomax Top Marks
Andrew Ridley, Conservancy Operations manager of Tees and
Hartlepool Port Authority Limited first discovered Echomax at Seawork 2001.

He was so impressed with their QinetiQ test results and a series of on-site tests that he insisted
Echomax arrays were fitted into all the new Eason Marine (now Corilla) buoys which he was in the
process of ordering. Eason Marine (now Corilla), probably one of the largest suppliers of navigation
buoys in the U.K., modified their top marks and cases to suit the EM230/305 arrays. Since they have
been laid he has received unsolicited compliments regarding both the radar response and visibility of these
units. It was confirmed that the radar response from the Eason Polyethylene 2.4m maintenance free buoy
fitted with Echomax arrays was at least equal to if not better than 3m steel buoys fitted with 32"
octahedral reflectors. (It is probably only the sheer mass of the metal buoys which has enabled the
octahedral reflectors to be fitted for so long.)

EM 3000 Class 2 Navigation
Buoy fitted with Echomax
EM 305 Radar Reflector, in
service with Trinity House
Lighthouse Service.

Mr. Ridley was also receiving complaints from the Harbour master when another commercially
available reflector fitted to a GRP pilot boat built in 2000 provided inconsistent response resulting in loss of the traces on the
VTS radar. As there was insufficient mast height to fix a standard EM305, a customised 305 was fitted into a GRP roof box/mast
support on Tees and Hartlepool pilot vessel Coatham. Although additional height above sea level would have been beneficial
it was reported that the EM305 gives a much improved response signal. An EM305 fitted to a fixed wooden finger jetty has
enhanced the radar signal through all tidal states and avoids the reflection being lost when a combination of high tide and sea
clutter would otherwise have caused problems to approaching vessels.
(Andrew Ridley is too much of a gentleman to state that the poorly performing radar reflectors he removed
from his vessels were Firdell Blippers 210-5, 210-7 and Firdell Pilot 300ʼs.)
Sea trip on Trinity House vessel Vectis to view Barrow –
ECHOMAX
Black Deep 7 fitted with ECHOMAX EM 305 Top Marks.
After just one and a half hours steaming from Harwich on the Trinity
House vessel Vectis, Black Deep 7 green channel buoy was picked
up 6.84 miles ahead. The skipper of Vectis remarked that the
Echomax radar response was brighter than 11m Sunk Tower beacon
with top mark.
Half a mile closer we picked up the response of corresponding Trinity
House red Inner Fishers buoy. The very calm sea conditions did not
demonstrate the superior response given by Echomax at heel.
All parties are aware that the Decca scanner is set very low on the
Vectis mast and had this been higher all objects may well have been
picked up earlier.

ECHOMAX 400

The EM 400 exceeds the IALA Regulation of
170m2 as backup for lighthouses, lightships
and major hazards. The EM 400 recorded a
staggering peak of 251m2 at QinetiQ on 1st
November 2001. EM 400ʼs have been supplied
to the Canadian Customs and the Northern
Lighthouse Authority for testing and possible
siting on the Shetland Islands.

ECHOMAX EM 400 fitted
to Canadian Coast Guard navigation
tower at Joncas's Island off
Natashquan which is located in
Quebec on the Gulf of St. Lawrence

305 Top Mark
Echomax EM 305
Top mark as fitted
to Barrow 7 and
Black Deep 7
Trinity House
buoys.
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ECHOMAX 305 FPMS

A high response radar reflector which
has been chosen by the US Navy
Subpac Division for their fleet of
nuclear submarines, Trinity House
Buoys, Ostend Harbour entrance and
the River Rhone. The reflector has a
flat top and base with customised
fittings and is shown fitted with VEGA
VLB36 flashing green
beacon and side tubing
to accommodate battery
wire to base of buoy.

Max RCS 51.3m2
Average RCS +/-3°@8.2m2
Dimensions:
Length 68cm
Overall diameter 34cm
Weight: 7kg
Case thickness: 5mm
Top and Bottom:
4 x 12mm female fixings
@200mm centres

New buoy or upgrade Radar
Reflector for existing buoys

12:10
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ECHOMAX 230 MIDI

EM230 Midi Yellow, fitted
with a Sealite SL15. Used
on Cornish mussel farms.

ECHOMAX 305 FPMS

EM 305 FPMS Yellow,
fitted with a Sealite
SL70. Used by Chevron
in Angola for marine
hazards.

ECHOMAX 305 FPMS

EM 305 FPMS Yellow, fitted with a Carmanah
650 lantern. Used on wave turbines in the
Orkney Islands.

New pedestal Mount for
pontoons, mooring platforms
or marine hazards.

ECHOMAX 313 S2/S3

New two stack Echomax array made
from 1mm stainless with provision for
25mm central rod fixing enabling easy
connection of lifting eye, St. Andrews
Cross etc., or navigation light. With
massive QinetiQ proven maximum
response of 63.1M2 and average at
plus or minus three degrees of 8.4M2.
Where sufficient space is available the
more powerful Echomax 313 S3 may
be used.

Echomax EM 305 FPMS radar reflectors
fitted to Ministry of Defence buoys.

Dimensions:
Width 313mm (S3 313mm)
Height 428mm (S3 660mm)
Weight: 4kg (S3 6kg)
Base fixings: four x 8mm at 80mm centres

ECHOMAX EM 700
uoy
Navig ation B

New rotationally moulded, specially
formulated extra high UV stabilised
virgin Polyethylene, maintenance free
navigation buoy with built in Echomax
EM 230 radar reflector. Fitted with
stainless steel mooring eye plate.
Designed for use in estuaries,
harbours, creeks and rivers, it is ideal
for yacht clubs and is available in Can
or Cone versions.
Optional extras:
Sealite SL15 LED compact solar
lantern with 16 IALA pre-set
flashcodes.
Dimensions:
Height 1350mm (overall)
Width 700mm (overall)
Weight: 25kg
Focal Plane: 1260mm (typical)
Chain Size: 10-16mm (typical)
Buoyancy: 110Kgs
Sinker Weight in water:
200 Kgs (typical)

Yellow Echomax EM305 PE reflectors used
during the Thanet Windfarm Project.
Centre for Environment,
Fisheries & Aquaculture
Science (Cefas) Smartbuoy
fitted with Echomax EM 230
Radar Reflector.

“
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Eason Marine (now Corilla) have been manufacturing navigation
buoys for over 20 years. Over this period we have strived to
achieve a high performance product. One of the most important
parts of the navigation buoy is the radar reflector. When we fitted
the Echomax Radar Reflector we were so impressed by their
performance that we now use them as standard on all EM buoys.
In fact many port authorities have commented on the large RCS
given by the Echomax Radar Reflector.
Through comparative sea trials we know the performance of
Echomax Radar Reflectors exceeds their rivals.
The Echomax Radar Reflector is probably the best in the world.

Peter A. Eason

”

Corilla (formerly Eason Marine Navigation Buoys) Tel: +44 (0)1656 870415 EMail: info@corillaplastics.co.uk

Echomax Goes Nuclear

Following independent testing both the US and Canadian Navies have chosen
Echomax radar reflectors.
The US Navy SubPac Division at Hawaii have been testing for a year the EM 305 for enhanced radar
visibility upon surfacing and have placed a large order for their fleet of nuclear submarines. Although
tests were carried out with glass fibre model Echomax have developed a new Polyethylene model for the
US Navy which is more resilient and 21.6% more effective than the glass fibre model. Tests at QinetiQ
recorded a peak response of 62.9m2 and an average of 10m2 over +/- 3 degrees.
Echomax is used by many foreign navies including the US, Canadian, French and South Korean, etc.

ALL ECHOMAX passive reflectors in this leaflet are protected by British Patent No. 2266191
and are available from

Echomax, PO Box 6032, Dunmow, CM6 3AS, UK.
Tel: 00 44 (0) 1371 830216 Fax: 831733 email: echomaxsales@aol.com
Distributed by

www.echomax.co.uk

SM Group (Europe) Ltd

Mercator House Brest Road
Plymouth International Devon PL6 5XP England
Tel: +44 (0)1752 24 10 10 Fax: 24 10 40
Email: sales@smgeurope.com

